Entirely reflective slit spatial filter for high-energy laser systems.
An entirely reflective slit spatial filter is proposed to provide spatial filtering, gain isolation, and ASE mitigation for high-energy laser systems. The traditional circular pinhole is replaced by two orthogonal slits, which lowers the intensity at the spatial filter plane by up to two orders of magnitude, and by using reflective optics we reduce spatial dispersion and eliminate B-integral effects. A ray trace model of the spatial filter shows excellent transmitted wavefront, but also indicates aberrations at the foci from using cylindrical optics at 45°. It is expected that the use of off-axis parabolic mirrors would mitigate this issue but comes at the cost of more complicated, expensive optics and more complex alignment. We created a numerical model based on Fourier optics to explain this effect and guide design requirements to mitigate it. High-quality imaging and filtering capabilities are demonstrated experimentally.